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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, I survey American public commemorations about war, the military, 

and Black American veterans from the nineteenth century to the present. With 

historiography about American war commemorations and with primary and secondary 

sources disclosing America’s racial hierarchy implemented legally and socially 

throughout this timeframe, this thesis unveils a chronology of discrimination and White 

supremacy which resulted in the marginalization of Black Americans in public art. 

Utilizing twentieth century archival records from the “National Home of Disabled and 

Volunteer Soldiers” as a basis of analysis, I navigate through the history of American war 

commemorations to unveil how the U.S.’ devotion to denoting race throughout and 

within its societal structures contributed to a dearth of acknowledgment of Black 

American servicemen in the public commemorative landscape. 

I argue that by evaluating the racial climate, devotion to White supremacy, and 

commemorative politics of American society from the nineteenth century to today, a 

future, more inclusive monument to Black American veterans may be formed. I also 

argue that by studying past implementations of public art regarding the military, war, and 

veterans alongside a timeline of civil rights movements including the contemporary 

movement “Black Lives Matter,” past monuments and commemorative structures with 

supremacist representations may be challenged in ways to diversify and improve the 

American commemorative landscape. I posit that a project to publicly depict Black 

servicepeople should involve Black narratives, Black leadership, and ample information 

about the subjects of the structure to combat past measures of erasure of Black American 

servicepeople in American public art. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In America, “monument-making” (the creation, production, and politics of public 

art and physical displays of history) makes up a large segment of America’s 

commemorative practices. With these practices, sculptors and artists produce monuments 

of differing structures and representations which are then placed throughout American 

parks, streets, institutions, and areas accessible to the public. Due to America’s 

involvement in many wars and global conflicts throughout the centuries, a significant 

portion of public monuments and memorials concern war, combat, war casualties, and 

other aspects of the American military. Recognizing servicemen and veterans, therefore, 

is a deeply embedded-practice in American monument-making tracing back to the 

American Revolution.  

Although statues and war monuments exist throughout America to honor its war 

dead and veterans, the people depicted in those monuments are predominantly White and 

male. Inclusivity became a more prominent goal for monument makers in the late 

twentieth and twenty first centuries, but the commemorative landscape of war remains 

unequal for non-White American servicemen. And though statues do exist regarding 

Black American servicemen, most of the people who make Black-centered monuments 

are White. In many cases, Whites in power throughout history who espoused racist or 

prejudiced ideologies against Black Americans represented commemorative Black bodies 

in a problematic manner. Instead of displaying Black veterans in a diverse and respectful 

way, frequently, these depictions either portrayed Black men as hyper-masculine and 

ready for battle, or as obedient, inferior beings waiting to be commanded by White men. 
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Given this prolonged reality, Americans today must create monuments to fairly depict the 

sacrifice, worth, and bravery of Black American servicemen throughout history. To do 

so, new and inclusive monuments from the Black community which respectfully depict 

Black servicepeople must be created to ensure that the multi-faceted and resilient nature 

of Black American veterans will be recognized moving forward. 

To aid in formulating the ideal Black-centered veteran monument, I utilize both 

secondary and primary sources to examine facets of American society and monument-

making which help to understand how America’s fixation on race influenced monument-

makers to avoid acknowledging Black military servicemen. In Chapter 2, I outline 

memorials and monuments from the Civil War to the Vietnam War that lack equal 

recognition to Black servicemen and examine how this erasure stemmed from White 

groups with racist ideologies wanting to keep Black veterans out of late-eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century public art. In Chapter 3, I examine a digitized collection within 

the National Archives and Records Association’s database (NARA) which pertain to 

veterans who lived and died at the National Home for Disabled and Volunteer Soldiers. 

This study helps to shed light on how Black veterans were written in the archive and 

through an examination of racial descriptions of veterans, it will illustrate how archival 

information about Black servicemen reflected supremacist operations throughout 

America that prevented equal public acknowledgment of this group. In Chapter 4, I will 

present the “National Memorial for Peace and Justice” and the “Octavius V. Catto 

Memorial” to discuss the ways in which two contemporary Black-centered monuments 

show a positive shift from traditional American monument-making to more diverse 

monument-making groups who present inclusive and truthful representations of Black 
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Americans. The ways in which civil rights movements such as “Black Lives Matter” have 

influenced current monument-makers to be more inclusive and straightforward with 

representations in public art will also be observed. This discussion will then lead to 

Chapter 5 in which my vision of the ideal Black-centered monument will be outlined. 

Here, I delineate components of monument-making such as monument-making groups, 

funding, shape, placement, and representation(s) that will accurately and genuinely 

represent Black American servicepeople and will improve and diversify the American 

commemorative landscape. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE ENTANGLEMENT OF RACE AND POWER IN MONUMENT-MAKING 

To understand the history and entangled nature of race in monument-making, it is 

important to understand the racial hierarchy set in place by White Americans via the 

American government which socially and legally deemed Blacks as inferior. With 

America’s institution of chattel slavery legally conducted by the government from the 

early seventeenth century to the mid-nineteenth century and with the government’s 

constant aims to keep Black Americans below Whites in political, social, and economic 

ways, public acknowledgement of the bravery and sacrifices of Blacks in war memorials 

had little chance of clearance from American government officials. According to John 

Bodnar, Americans in power who oversaw early public commemoration were unwilling 

to eradicate the nation’s prolonged social and legal structure of their society, and this 

societal structure translated into commemorative activities.1

The structure of American society was founded upon legal and social acceptance 

of racism. In earlier centuries, this structure resulted in a racial hierarchy which 

positioned non-White citizens, especially Black citizens, as second-class citizens if 

citizens at all. To make concrete this second-class status, White Americans distinguished 

Black citizens from Whites, often deeming Blackness as negative. Historian Kirk Savage 

argues that during the late nineteenth century when Civil War monuments were first 

being built, White Americans asserted what “Whiteness” was and what “Blackness” was 

 

1 John E. Bodnar, Remaking America: Public Memory, Commemoration, and Patriotism in the 
Twentieth Century, (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press), 245. 
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in American society. Blackness was negative and devalued while Whiteness was positive 

and respected. The exclusion of the Black body from public commemorations served as a 

reflection of America’s racial hierarchy. Because the practice of dividing Blacks and 

Whites was so deeply embedded in American society, this separation showed in its 

monuments. To not debase the Black body would be to change the process of American 

war commemoration itself.2 Because American political, economic, and social power was 

predominantly White and because many Americans upheld White supremacist ideologies, 

depictions of White veterans dominated the post-Civil War commemorative landscape.  

Politically powerful Americans tasked with making decisions for monument-

making often adhered to the social and legal aspects of their society, so when formulating 

a monument, American politicians, artists, and others involved in this process opted to 

raise awareness of White servicemen while ignoring Black servicemen. Generally, 

monument-making reflects the power relations of a society, and it illustrates who controls 

the past in political and public arenas.3 Bodnar also sides with this notion, mentioning 

that the political process of monument-making in America changes as political and social 

cultures change. Creating monuments with certain representations serve to contest the 

meaning of power or to situate power. In the rare occasions when White veterans and 

minorities appeared together in monuments, they did so in ways that were strategic within 

 

2 Kirk Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves: Race, War, and Monument in Nineteenth-
Century America, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018, 19. 

3 Jonathan I. Leib, Robert E. Lee, 'race,' representation and redevelopment along Richmond, 
Virginia’s Canal Walk, Southeastern Geographer 44, no. 2 (2004): 236+. Gale Academic OneFile 
(accessed February 25, 2022), qtd. Till, K. 2003. Places of Memory, (A Companion to Political 
Geography), eds. J. Agnew, K. Mitchell, and G. Toal, 289-301, Oxford, UK: Blackwell.  
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the public commemorative sphere.4 In this sense, even if veterans and minorities did not 

seek to be placed in public commemorative spaces, they were utilized (albeit rarely) by 

powerful people to improve and or bolster their own political goals and ambitions.  

At the base level, monuments are susceptible to interpretation from the public 

who often hold varying viewpoints and interpretations of the monuments they encounter.5 

Like other forms of art, monuments can spark interpretations from their viewer(s), often 

leading to a multitude of specific thoughts and attitudes about a monument’s meaning, 

narrative, intention, and physical placement. Public interpretations of monuments will 

always exist, so it comes as no surprise that those tasked with commemorating veterans 

and servicemen remained conscious of how their work might be viewed. Beyond their 

concern with public thoughts on war monuments, monument artists sought also to 

appease the powerful groups in charge of creating the American commemorative 

landscape. 

Despite Blacks having fought in the Civil War, they were still denied a presence 

in both local and federal monuments for decades to follow. Though the existence of war 

monuments increased following the Antebellum period and became more noticeable by 

the 1880s, the Black American community described the existence of said monuments 

and the American commemorative process as a White activity conducted solely for White 

Americans.6 Quoting the Historian and veteran George Washington Williams, Savage 

 

4 John E. Bodnar, Remaking America, 245. 

5 Ibid., Leib, Robert E. Lee, Race, Representation and Redevelopment, 238. 

6 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 187. 
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extracts Williams’ sentiment that though the White American soldier was acknowledged 

through song and written works and their names were etched into public monuments and 

structures, the same was not true for the 36,847 Black Americans who gave their lives for 

the cause. Williams concluded that not only were Civil War monuments devoid of Black 

American sacrifice, but that Black veterans were not welcome or publicly applauded at 

national military ceremonies or Union organizations.7 

 The foreign feeling experienced by Black Americans in America’s 

commemorative landscape was common, as no matter where and how large scale 

monument-making practices took place, Black Americans were blatantly alienated via 

ceremonies, segregation, and mistreatment. Despite a sculptor’s agency to create 

monuments to capture very specific local narratives and persons, many American 

sculptors remained compliant with the general dismissal of Black contributions to public 

art. Although local monuments can reduce national conflicts like the Civil War to a 

hometown cause to make locals proud, the hardships and sacrifices of Black soldiers 

were often absent from local displays. Being a minority throughout the U.S. and 

segregated while fighting for their country, Black Civil War soldiers did not gain civil 

rights and commemorative attention because the American government refused to 

acknowledge them. The dearth of recognition from both federal and local governments 

and Americans with political power following the Civil War are telling of the racial 

hierarchy within the U.S. and can be seen in Civil War monuments made in static ways 

for White veterans. 

 

7 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 187. 
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The most common design for Civil War statues was that of the “standing soldier.” 

Standing soldier monuments included the body of a male often aligned with the names of 

servicemen who fell in war.8 Further explaining the composition of the standing soldier, 

Thompson writes that sculptures were placed in the “parade rest” position and were often 

crafted with bronze from companies who catered to both Northern and Southern states 

following the war.9 Sometimes, these monuments included the names of Civil War 

veterans, but the majority of these monuments lacked racial descriptions of its subjects. 

The only people who knew the race of veterans mentioned in the structure were people 

who knew them. A seemingly innocent practice, leaving out the races of servicemen in a 

society that was highly focused on race was a covert way to deny the efforts of non-

White servicemen.10 In a nation whose commemorative practices aligned with its social 

and legal structure to undermine the citizenship of Blacks, the denial to distinguish race 

on the many statues which followed the Civil War was an expected occurrence.  

This erasure of Black veterans is seen in Civil War statues throughout the U.S. 

such as the “Soldiers’ Monument” in Brattleboro, Vermont. The statue depicts only 

White veterans while simultaneously disregarding and debasing a Black American. Built 

in 1887, the monument has a bronze engraving depicting the emancipation of enslaved 

 

8 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 176. 

9 Erin L. Thompson, The Social Messages of Civil War Monuments, History Compass, 20(2), 
e12708. https://doi.org/10.1111/hic3.12708, 6, qtd. S. Beetham, Sculpting the Citizen Soldier: 
Reproduction and National Memory, 1865-1917 [Unpublished doctoral dissertation]. University of 
Delaware, 2014. Beetham credits bronze factories as the manufacturers of many Confederate and Union 
statues, citing one company named the “Monumental Bronze Company” of Bridgeport, Connecticut as a 
producer of 86 copies of standing parade rest with “US” for Union and “CS” on the soldiers’ belt buckles to 
distinguish them. 

10 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 176. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/hic3.12708
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Black Americans including two white officers (one from the Union and the other from 

the Confederacy) both standing in parade rest with a Black man underneath of them. 

While the Union and Confederate officers are shaking hands, the Black man is positioned 

kneeling below them, receiving a scroll with the words “Emancipation” from the White 

Union officer who avoids looking towards the Black man receiving the scroll.  

 

 

Figure 1: Bronze Engraving: The “Soldiers’ Monument.” The monument is 
located in Brattleboro, Vermont. Courtesy of Smithsonian American Art Museum, 

Art Inventories Catalog 

Thompson points out that the deliberate positioning of the Black man as inferior 

is also seen with the monument’s inscription which reads that it “commemorates the 

loyalty of the men of Brattleboro who fought for Liberty and the Union in the Great 

Rebellion of 1861–1865. Enlisted 381. Died in service 31.” Although the inscription 

includes a numerical value of local veterans, the races of the veterans are not inscribed. 

Discovering more erasure of Blacks in the monument, in 2015, a group of Brattleboro 

middle schoolers completed research at the “Brattleboro Historical Society” and found 

that Black veterans did exist in this area, but their names were omitted from the 
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structure.11 With the only presence of a Black American seen in this monument being 

that of a previously enslaved individual positioned below the two White officers and with 

a lack of credit to Black veterans of this city who served in the war, the sculpture 

demonstrates the sculptor(s) devotion to America’s racial hierarchy.  

While some White Americans knowingly alienated Black veterans from public 

commemorations, Black Americans such as the Black American community in 

Rochester, New York saw themselves openly marginalized from the landscape and 

worked to remedy it themselves. Consider their 1894 monument to Black Civil War 

soldiers. Although some members of this group agreed that a Black-centered monument 

for veterans was necessary, others believed that the average soldier monument already 

represented Blacks because they believed that the monuments that existed represented all 

servicemen.12 However, as a rebuttal to these claims, the chairman of this movement, 

John Thompson, proclaimed that the facial features of the average Civil War monument 

represented White Americans, and more specifically, Irish and German Americans.13 

Like other Black Americans, it is likely that Johnson was constantly reminded of his 

“otherness” and racial differences, such as a person’s facial features, throughout his life. 

In a society which greatly buttressed Whiteness and with Johnson’s knowledge of his 

socially-assigned inferiority, his analysis of the common Civil War statue as innately 

 

11 Ibid., Thompson, The Social Messages of Civil War Monuments, 6, qtd. Brattleboro Historical 
Society, Historic Discrepancies at Soldiers’ Monument Should be Remedied, retrieved 23 March 2021. The 
students found Brattleboro Black veterans such as Charles P. Smith, Isaac Sawyer and Benjamin Loney and 
found that 17 Black men traveled to Brattleboro to enlist as paid substitutes to supplement for drafters. 

12 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 187. 

13 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 187. 
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White-centered was not too far-fetched. Many Americans at this time referred to veterans 

depicted in Civil War monuments and memorials as “American,” and the military 

elements depicted in these monuments such as a soldier’s uniform worn by a variety of 

Americans was used to indicate that all American servicemen fought in the same war, 

thus working to diminish any outward racial differences.14 Nevertheless, these traits were 

not enough to prevent people like Johnson from distinguishing White ethnic features 

from Black ethnic features. Savage follows up this account by denoting that the standing 

soldier represented White servicemen, but they certainly did not represent Black 

servicemen. Though monuments can hold interracial representations, Civil War 

monument-makers used America’s racial hierarchy to emphasize and divide veterans 

while mindful of the social construct of what it was to be “colored” or “white.” With their 

attentiveness to this hierarchy, creators of the standing soldier monuments ensured that 

their works were devoid of representation of “blackness.”15 Though structurally different 

than the standing soldier monument, a similar positioning of Black veterans below White 

servicemen can be seen in the “Memorial to Robert Gould Shaw and the Massachusetts 

54th Regiment.” 

Unveiled on Memorial Day in 1897 in the Boston Common, Augustus Saint-

Gaudens’ Memorial to Robert Gould Shaw and the Massachusetts 54th Regiment 

portrays both Black and White servicemen. Saint-Gaudens, an Irish immigrant, was 

tasked with depicting his White subject, Colonel Robert Gould Shaw, Union commander 

 

14 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 187. 

15 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 187, qtd. the Richmond Dispatch, October 29, 
1887, p. 2. 
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of the all-Black combat regiment the “Massachusetts 54th Regiment” in 1883. With an 

interest in publicly commemorating the 54th, veterans of the 54th Regiment and other 

Black Americans raised funds for the monument following the war. Initially, due to 

America’s social climate following the war, the funds went to the “Shaw School” in 

Charleston, SC instead but efforts were soon re-established to continue formulating the 

monument in 1884.16  

 

Figure 2: The “Robert Gould Shaw and 54th Massachusetts Regiment 
Memorial” on Boston Common. Courtesy of Elizabeth Ann Jordan, National Park 

Service 

 

 

16 Henry J. Duffy, Consecration and Monument: Robert Gould Shaw, the 54th Massachusetts 
Regiment, and the Shaw Memorial, Studies in the History of Art 81 (2016): 189–202, qtd. Gregory C. 
Schwarz, Ludwig Lauerhass, and Brigid Sullivan, The Shaw Memorial: A Celebration of an American 
Masterpiece (Cornish, 2002).  
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Looking at the memorial, Shaw’s horse-riding figure is profound as his sculpted 

figure stands above the Black men marching below him. Carrying a sword, he marches 

alongside the Black soldiers, but his uplifted and sword-wielding figure automatically 

differentiates from the Black veterans beside him making him out to be an “angel-like” 

being.17 Contrasting with Shaw, the Black soldiers are given an outline, yet at the same 

time, they appear as a mass: each man lacking the same level of individuality afforded to 

Shaw’s figure.18 Despite Shaw’s decision to command the 54th, a decision that many 

White officers denied, in death, his memorial overshadows the respect he probably 

gained for Black Americans as he fought and died with them in 1863. Like the memorial 

in Brattleboro, Vermont, the Shaw Memorial lacked equal recognition for Black 

American veterans alongside White veterans. The erasure in nineteenth century war 

monuments did not dissipate following the creation of the 54th Regiment Monument as 

the collective disregard for Black veteran war contributions extended to more wars to 

come. 

 With its first edition sculpted in 1928 by French-American sculptor Leonard 

Crunelle, “The World War Black Soldiers’ Monument,” (now known as the Victory 

Monument), received criticism for its lack-luster representation of Black American WWI 

servicemen. Wingate proclaims that in the interwar period, visuals of Black WWI 

soldiers were not completely absent from American society, as some were in sheet music 

following the war. Even though Blacks were represented within these sheets, they were 

 

17 Ibid., Savage, Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 203-204. 
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portrayed in characteristic and minstrel-like ways. Images of Black veterans were 

associated with music of the WWI era, and they were often portrayed as mindless 

entertainers. For this reason, a genuine and respectful representation of soldiers 

considering their military feats such as the Victory Monument would counteract the 

negative visuals in the sheet music accepted by American society. The first draft of the 

Victory Monument contained “white granite shaft, decorated with three bronze relief 

panels, depicting an African–American soldier, an African–American woman 

representing motherhood, and a female allegorical personification of Columbia holding a 

tablet with the names of the regiment’s battle.”19  

 

Figure 3: The “Victory Monument.” The monument is located in the 
Bronzeville district of Chicago, IL at East 35th Street and South Martin Luther 

King Jr. Drive, Courtesy of Alyssa Pointer 

 

19 Jennifer Wingate, Sculpting Doughboys: Memory, Gender, and Taste in America's World War I 
Memorials, (Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2016), Kindle edition, 
49. 
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This monument contrasted from many other WWI monuments in that it focused 

only on Black servicemen. However, a few citizens expressed their dissatisfaction with 

the monument as seen with an anonymous writer to the Black-owned newspaper the 

“Chicago Defender.” The writer stated that the monument did not represent Black troops 

properly because without a fighting soldier, the monument made Black servicemen 

appear like a “passive group.”20 In the year of 1936, a Black Doughboy was added to the 

monument in response to the public’s outcry for a combative Black figure.21 The Victory 

Monument did make the American war commemorative landscape more diverse, but 

criticisms from the public were inevitable. Constructing the monument to be more well-

rounded in its depiction of Black servicemen could be deemed as a valiant action as it 

presents the Black man as a fighter, but the fighting figure is one also seen frequently in 

America’s war monuments. By illustrating the Black soldier in a masculine light, the 

Victory Monument falls into the category of masculinity overly present in the many 

Black and White-centered war monuments of America today. As the Victory Monument 

received criticism from the public and with an all-White committee to create it, this 

monument is very similar to the “All Wars Memorial to Colored Soldiers and Sailors” 

unveiled to the public a few years later. 

  

 

 

20 Ibid., Wingate, Sculpting Doughboys, 49. 

21 Ibid., Wingate, Sculpting Doughboys, 49. 
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The All Wars Memorial to Colored Soldiers and Sailors sculpted by Swiss-

American sculptor Otto Schweizer (1934) was one of the first Black-Centered war 

monuments in America, and though it only concerned Black servicemen, the politics of 

its placement and its very existence proved controversial as politicians struggled to come 

to a consensus about the monument’s design and physical placement in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. Unlike many other memorials prior to this memorial, the process of 

constructing the All Wars Memorial involved both prominent Black Americans and 

prominent White Americans. Also, because the imagery of this memorial considered 

Black servicemen and only Black servicemen, it automatically differed from the 54th 

Regiment Monument.22 With only a depiction of Black American servicemen, a 

breakaway from more traditional monument-making was realized in this structure. 

However, discord considering the need for such a statue took place when a few 

politicians fought to ensure Black servicemen could have proper representation for their 

community through this monument.  

One such politician was Hamilton Fish: a White congressman and captain of the 

369th, a well-renowned and all-Black combat unit during WWI. Hamilton fought 

throughout the 1920s to secure a monument which represented the Black regiments 

making up the 93rd Division: an all-Black regiment and one of the only Black combat 

divisions of WWI put in place by the American government due to segregation. Hamilton 

 

22 Ilene D. Lieberman, Race and Remembrance: Philadelphia's "All Wars Memorial to Colored 
Soldiers and Sailors" and the Politics of Place, 1998, 19. Lieberman states that in 1925, Samuel Beecher 
Hart, a Black Philadelphian and first-term Republican representative introduced a bill in the Pennsylvania 
House of Representatives for monument. It failed in this year, but with the help of civic leaders and 
members of the Republican party such as William S. Vare, $60,000 was allotted to the building of the 
memorial in 1927. 
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argued with this monument, the patriotism and capabilities of the Black race would be 

realized and would help people conclude that discrimination for Blacks or any race 

willing to die for their country is not tolerable. He shared these thoughts in the House 

Committee on Foreign Affairs in 1926. 23 As a White serviceman, Hamilton had more 

leverage than a Black American to impact America’s White dominated and hierarchal 

commemorative landscape. Unfortunately, Hamilton’s efforts failed, as many other White 

congressmen greatly contested his commemorative desires. A congressman who openly 

opposed Hamilton’s sentiment was Democratic representative J. Charles Linthicum of 

Maryland. In an era where the American military, the American Legion posts, and 

military honor rolls were segregated, politicians like Linthicum believed that public war 

memorials should not be. Linthicum stated that “no discrimination should be made 

between the races … monuments should be erected for American soldiers regardless of 

color.”24  

 

23 Mark Snell, Unknown soldiers: The American Expeditionary Forces in Memory and 
Remembrance, (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 2008), Kindle edition, location 1675-1680, qtd. 
Jennifer D. Keene, The Memory of the Great War and the African American Community, in “Monument in 
France to Colored American Infantry Regiments Attached to the French Army,” Mar. 24, 1926, Report No. 
647, House of Representatives, 69th Cong., 1st sess., p. 5.” 

24 Ibid., Wingate, Sculpting Doughboys, 48, qtd. Congressman J. Charles Linthicum in “Negro 
A.E.F. Memorial is Voted by House For 93rd Division, Democrats Opposing,” New York Times, April 29, 
1926, 2. 
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Figure 4: The “All Wars Memorial to Colored Soldiers and Sailors.” 
Courtesy of Michael Bixler 

Living in a society whose government openly embraced segregation and 

America’s racial hierarchy which downplayed Black citizens, Linthicum, like other actors 

of erasure in American commemoration, would not stand for any public acknowledgment 

of Black servicemen, opting instead for a more general recognition of Blacks in the 

military. Following this quote, Wingate mentions that not only did Black servicemen 

have to deal with violence and humiliation returning from WWI, but they also lacked the 

support to bring to light the sacrifices of their own community to the American public, 

placing Black American servicemen in a “commemorative vacuum” during the interwar 
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period.25 The All Wars Memorial was eventually built in the 1930s, but the celebrity and 

attention it gave its subjects caused controversy. For this reason, the statue was first 

placed in a less-noticeable area of Fairmont Park in Philadelphia and was relocated 

decades later in a more noticeable public area in Logan Square in 1994.26 The initial and 

more covert location of the statue was another action of erasure in American 

commemorative politics, showing a clear desire from powerful politicians to avoid public 

acknowledgment of Blacks servicemen. Concealing Black-centered structures of veterans 

from the public was not the only form of erasure for actors of public commemoration, as 

the action of chiseling facial features of veterans within monuments worked to serve 

American commemorative groups as well. The concealment of Black war contributions 

throughout American history, both by tangible means and ideologically, is seen in the 

American commemorative landscape decades after the first World War. 

 Following the Vietnam War (ending in 1975) sculptor Frederick Hart crafted an 

interracial war monument called “The Three Soldiers” which further diversified the 

American commemorative landscape.” 27 In Hart’s first edition of The Three Soldiers, 

Hart sculpted two White men and a Black man within it, placing the Black man at the 

front. Because this placement made the Black man appear as the group’s leader, he was 

soon moved to the right and replaced with a White male with a sidearm signifying officer 

 

25 Ibid., Wingate, Sculpting Doughboys, 48. 

26 Ibid., Wingate, Sculpting Doughboys, 51. 

27 In 1964, Congress passed Public Law 88-352 (78 Stat. 241). The Civil Rights Act of 1964 
prohibits the discrimination of people due to their race, color, religion, sex or national origin.  
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status.28 Hart’s decision to position the Black servicemen at the back right of the statue to 

avoid controversy illustrates the ever-present consciousness of sculptors to display 

America’s racial hierarchy in public spaces. After receiving complaints that the statue left 

out the sacrifices of Hispanic-Americans, the man on the left was given facial features of 

a Hispanic man. The Black man was said to be too “aggressive,” so his features were also 

changed to make him appear less aggressive.29 Validating the outcry of the Hispanic and 

Black communities, Hagopian states that aside from a local monument built in 

Chattanooga, Tennessee in the 1970s and a memorial dedicated to a Black veteran named 

William W. Davis Jr. in Boston, Massachusetts, the creations of Vietnam War memorials 

were conducted by predominantly White groups.30 In seeming defiance against the 

absence of minorities in the commemorative landscape, Hart proclaimed:  

This is the bottom line: . . . I put a black man on the Mall and they can kiss my 
ass.31  

 

 

28 Patrick Hagopian, The Vietnam War in American Memory: Veterans, Memorials, and the 
Politics of Healing, (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2005), ProQuest Ebook Central, 269. 

29 Ibid., Patrick Hagopian, The Vietnam War in American Memory, 271. 

30 Ibid., Patrick Hagopian, The Vietnam War in American Memory, 282. 

31 Ibid., Patrick Hagopian, The Vietnam War in American Memory, 282, qtd. Robert Timberg, The 
Nightingale’s Song, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995), 317. 
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Figure 5: “The Three Soldiers.” Courtesy of Robin Art File 

Hart’s verbal proclamation shows his cognizance of how groundbreaking representing 

Black Vietnam servicemen could be. However, what should be emphasized is that Hart’s 

committee and his peers within the monument-making process were all White men. 

Further, Hart’s decision to move the Black figure behind the White figure illustrates his 

desire to make a monument which replicated American society and its prolonged 

discriminatory social and racial hierarchy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BLACK SERVICEMEN AND THE ARCHIVE 

  Throughout America’s involvement with war and conflicts, American 

servicemen and their experiences have been placed into socially-constructed categories. 

To understand the challenges of retrieving the experience of Black servicemen from the 

archive, I examined a group of records in the National Archives with racial 

categorizations of servicepeople who stayed at the National Home for Disabled and 

Volunteer Soldiers in the early twentieth century. I researched the “Case Files of 

Veterans Temporarily Housed” available digitally through NARA at Philadelphia. This 

series was compiled from 1922-1938 by the administrators of the home to record 

information pertaining to veterans' admission, stay, medical care, and death at the 

Home.32 The records studied specifically in this paper concern members who lived and 

passed at the Hampton, Virginia Branch of the Home.33 Information within the Case Files 

such as veterans’ careers, combat records, and racial terminology lack uniformity. The 

descriptions of veterans within the series showcase America’s sentiments about racial 

differences within the interwar population, and they also bring to light how a person’s 

pre-conceived notions can unveil situated perceptions of veterans depending on their 

racial background. The genesis of the home can be credited to nineteenth century 

 

32 NARA at Philadelphia, Case Files of Veterans Temporarily Housed, 1922 – 1938. NARA’s 
website mentions that the administrators of the Home complied the series to keep track of biographical and 
medical information pertaining to the veterans who stayed here. The creators of the record group are not 
mentioned, but the files are placed under “Record Group 15: Records of the Department of Veteran Affairs, 
1773-2007.” 

33 Trevor K. Plante, The National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, Spring 2004, Vol. 36, 
No. 1 | Genealogy Notes, National Archives. 
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philanthropist Delphine Baker, who through a publication in the National 

Banner expressed her desire to create a federally run asylum for disabled Union 

veterans.34 To establish the home, Baker collected the signatures of New York and 

Washington clergymen and journalists, politicians, government officials, and other 

prominent Americans ranging from William C. Bryant, Henry Longfellow, Horace 

Greeley, Clara Barton, P.T. Barnum, and a Union veteran himself, President Ulysses S. 

Grant. The petition was referred to the Senate's Committee on Military Affairs and the 

Militia in December 1864. The petition received no opposition from members of the 

Committee and the Militia and was successfully passed in March of 1865, just before the 

end of the Civil War. Over one hundred people were assigned to the board of managers 

for the Home, but this number was soon lowered to twelve. 

Members of the board decided to place the Home’s first branch in a resort in 

Togus Springs, Maine and soon to follow were 12 other branches across the U.S.35 Ex-

Union General, Ben Butler and representative of Maine, served as the first president of 

the Home’s board and helped to establish the Togus Springs location.36 The men 

admitted to the home were given a member number, assigned to a company headed by a 

company sergeant, and were given blue uniforms. Their daily activities and tasks 

“loosely” replicated that of army life. According to Historian Rebecca Edwards, the 

Central Branch of the Home kept track of members by placing cards over their beds with 

 

34 Ibid., Plante, The National Home for Disabled and Volunteer Soldiers, National Archives.     

35 Ibid., Plante, National Home. 

36 Rebecca Edwards, Oh Give Me a Home? Disable Veterans and the Welfare State, Reviews in 
American History, Volume 26, Number 4 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 711. 
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the veteran’s name, religion, and closest friend or relative and a majority of the members 

probably came to the Home ill or near death, dying soon after their admittance.37 In her 

virtual exhibit for the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (also known as the VA), Kara 

Wheeler included within her exhibit on the VA’s website that like the VA, members of 

the NHDVS needed to present their discharge and statements of disability to its 

employees, which needed to be certified by medical officers. The disability would then 

be traced to the Veteran’s service and the request was presented to the Home manager for 

admittance. Often, to receive medical care, members had to reside on site.38  

Operations of the Home changed over time, and the board did not maintain a strict 

regimen for the programs and activities which took place there. By 1900, it was reported 

that some of the homes contained vicinities and activities like theaters, libraries, billiard 

halls, checkers, backgammon, concerts, and other forms of entertainment.39 The Home 

soon become a tourist attraction for visitors, in which the public toured its grounds and 

came to view veterans with limbs lost from combat. Black Americans such as those in the 

“United States Colored Troops” during the Civil War were admitted into the home and 

allowed the same privileges as White veterans, but they lived and ate separately from 

 

37 Ibid., Edwards, Oh Give Me a Home, 713, qtd. Patrick J. Kelly in Creating a National Home: 
Building the Veterans’ Welfare State, 1860–1900, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997), 
148. Edwards references within her own writing Creating a National Home for its high volume of 
anecdotes and primary documentation compiled by Kelly of the personal lives and experiences of the 
Home’s members. 

38 Kara Wheeler, “National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers - Postcard Virtual Exhibit,” 
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, last updated November 12th, 2021, 
https://www.va.gov/HISTORY/Features/NHDVS_postcard_Spark_exhibit_004.asp. Wheeler was a MA at 
George Washington University and an intern of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs when her exhibit 
was published including information about NHDVS. 

39 Ibid., Plante, National Home. 

https://www.va.gov/HISTORY/Features/NHDVS_postcard_Spark_exhibit_004.asp
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Whites. Before the turn of the twentieth century, only 2.5 percent of the veterans at the 

branches were African Americans; 10 percent of the Union army was Black thus showing 

a considerably low number of Black members being served in the home compared to 

Whites. 

 In 1928, the Home extended its benefits to female veterans and by the 1930s, all 

branches of the Home as well as their cemeteries were incorporated into the VA.40 Three 

main reasons as to why the NHDVS merged with the VA were due to increased 

government support for veteran benefits (medical, social, and financial), the expansion of 

veteran cemeteries, and a collective desire to ensure the welfare of servicepeople. Though 

the Home initially only accepted Civil War veterans, later wars such as the Spanish 

American War resulted in an increase in health problems and diseases amongst the 

veteran populace, thus making the creation of more healthcare options and institutions for 

servicepeople indispensable. In 1901, Congress mandated that all honorably discharged 

soldiers and sailors who were veterans of the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, and 

members of the provisional army and volunteer soldiers, sailors of the War of 1812 and 

the Mexican-American War should be admitted to the Home as well.41 As can be seen in 

the Case Files, WWI veterans were admitted into the Home following their service in the 

1920s-1930s as well.  

 

40 Ibid., Plante, National Home. 

41 Suzanne Julin, “National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers National Historic Landmark 
Context Study,” United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 2009, 21, qtd. Judith 
Gladys Cetina, “A History of the Veterans’ Homes in the United States, 1811-1930” (Ph.D. diss., Case 
Western Reserve University, 1977): 353-356. Julin also mentions that diseases like yellow fever and 
tuberculous helped to bring a collective awareness from military officials and Progressive era health 
practitioners, also contributing the increase of medical facilities and institutions for veterans. 
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The federal government attended also to the financial well-being of veterans 

throughout the Home’s first decades of existence. Originally, Congress funded the Home 

with money obtained from fines of officers and soldiers who were sentenced to jail or 

funds meant for men who deserted or did not claim their pensions. This method proved 

tedious due to the need for the Home’s employees to be attentive to each soldier’s 

account. To avoid this process, Congress soon begun to use money from its own financial 

outlets to fund the Home by the 1875.42 Prior to WWI, the “Bureau of Pensions” and the 

NHDVS were the two main organizations which assisted disabled veterans. Congress 

soon broadened the umbrella of veteran assistance, creating the “Bureau of Risk 

Insurance” under the War Risk Insurance Act: an act which prior to its amendment only 

insured ships and cargoes. In 1917, the “War Risk Insurance Act” was amended, and it 

mandated the establishment of vocational rehabilitation, medical care benefits, and 

medical insurance for veterans with service-related disabilities. The administrators of 

these programs were within the “Public Health Service,” the “Bureau of War Risk 

Insurance,” and the “Federal Board for Vocational Education.”43  

As Congress and the NHDVS increased resources and benefits for veteran 

welfare, they also expanded resting places (mostly cemeteries) for veterans. The increase 

of the war dead and the governmental concern to support the military populace 

influenced these efforts. An increased abundance of burial and memorial activity required 

 

42 Ibid., Julin, “National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,” 9, qtd. Gustavus A. Weber and 
Laurence F. Schmeckebier, The Veterans’ Administration: Its History, Activities and Organization, 
(Washington, D. C.: The Brookings Institution, 1934): 83-84.  

43 Ibid., Julin, “National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,” 24. 
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a bigger entity to conduct them. With the high mortality rates of Civil War soldiers who 

fell in battle or following combat, more burial grounds were needed. After being 

authorized by Congress to establish more cemeteries President Abraham Lincoln created 

14 cemeteries in just that year and subsequent presidents created an additional 59 by 

1870. The “1867 Act to Establish and Protect National Cemeteries” directed the secretary 

of war to enclose cemeteries “with a good and substantial stone or iron fence” and mark 

every grave with a small headstone or block. The creation of headstones for veterans 

became so essential that in 1873, headstones legally needed to have “white marble or 

granite 4 inches thick, 10 inches wide, and 12 inches long.” All 11 of the Home’s 

branches had a National Cemetery either on site or within its surrounding community, 

and by 1973, the National Cemeteries were transferred from the “Department of the 

Army” to the “Veterans Administration.” Selecting a large, overarching organization 

such the VA to man the operations of burial and ceremony activities was a merger that 

helped its employees complete their roles efficiently while their methods helped paved 

the way for more current burial and military cemetery care in America. 

Unlike many of the early Civil War and WWI monuments, memorials, and 

tombstones, the Case Files outwardly denote the race of the veterans listed within them. 

Like the monument-making process, the labor of the Home’s employees demonstrates an 

entanglement with the need to distinguish the race of the members of the Home. 

Throughout the series, a range of documents containing biographical information such as 

a veteran’s stay, birthplace, military service, date of passing, and other personal 

information is available to view. No one file is like another, as each file varies case-by-

case and much of the personal information collected for each veteran was either provided 
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to the employees through verbal accounts from a veteran’s family, friends, or the veteran 

themself.44 It is also noticeable that the number of documents available for each case file 

varies, indicating a probable lack of information available for certain topics or a disregard 

to collect and compile certain information for a case.  

For this specific study, the main document of focus will be the “Application for 

Admission into the Home,” as at least 32 of the 45 case files consist of said application 

and it holds a significant amount of personal information about each respective member. 

What is also important to note is that the format of record-taking differs between each 

case as well, with some applications having been typed (most likely with a typewriter) 

and some handwritten. A few of the applications which were handwritten were done so in 

cursive. Unfortunately, a few of the cursive documents contain information of a non-

legible nature, making the deciphering process in the applications difficult and rendering 

some words illegible. This reality illustrates yet another sign of a lack of uniformity with 

documentation at the Home. Within the Application for Original Admission, the 

employees filed information about a veteran’s date and age of death, height, complexion, 

residency, date of birth, occupation, marital status, offspring, name(s) of relatives, and the 

dates and conflict in which the veteran served and or entered service. 

 

44 National Archives, Case Files of Veterans Temporarily Housed, 1922 – 1938, Record Group 15: 
Records of the Department of Veterans Affairs, 1773 – 2007. In a few case files, some documents mention 
how an employee was notified of the information provided to them about the veterans biographical 
information. 
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Figure 6: Case File of Veteran “Richard H. Alexander.” Courtesy of National 
Archives, Case Files of Veterans Temporarily Housed, 1922 – 1938. 

One of the most profound differences seen through the descriptors on this 

application is within the “complexion” category. The terms used in the legible documents 

in this category are as follows: Black, White, Fair, Mulatto, Ruddy, Dark, Negro, and 

Colored. This variance is important not only because it unveils the diversity of members 

admitted to the Home, but also for its similarity to the employees need to separate the 

veterans in ways they personally saw fit. There is a multitude of descriptions for White 

veterans, and there is also a multitude of descriptors for Black veterans. Even though 

these descriptions are produced via the employee’s personal discretion of the right terms 

for this category, the range of terms show an active adherence to America’s practice in 

distinguishing Black individuals from White individuals. To separate these individuals in 

these documents using the language accepted by their society was to also practice the 

language which riddled American buildings, establishments, and institutions at this time: 

“Whites only,” “Colored only.” This labor of veteran documentation and its connection to 

America’s highly delineated racial structure as well as the conscious effort of the Home’s 

employees to label so differently each veteran correlates with the practices seen within 

the committees and spaces of American monument-making throughout the centuries. 
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Efforts to distinguish the complexion of each member is certainly noticeable 

within these applications, but few terms are not so clear-cut and are of an ambiguous 

nature: “Fair,” “Mulatto,” “Dark,” and “Ruddy.” Historically, the term Mulatto has been 

used to describe a person of White and Black ancestry. However, the term Mulatto can 

often be quite broad as the both the terms ‘White” and “Black,” when used in a racial 

context, are utilized as descriptions for people from a myriad of backgrounds and or 

ethnicities. In this same vein, only one of the legible documents from the 32 applications 

listed a member as Mulatto. What, to the employee who inscribed this term, helped them 

to come to this conclusion about the veteran? If the case were that the veteran’s family 

nor the veteran himself did not disclose that he was of mixed ancestry, what helped the 

employee come to this conclusion? Was it the member’s facial features? His dialect? 

Because information about the protocol for filling out these files as well as the names of 

the employees at this time remains unknown, so too will be the exact process in which 

the physical states of veterans were documented. A conclusion that can be drawn, 

however, is that like in the monument-making spheres of America, the same need to 

differentiate and make distinct the backgrounds and racial status of veterans occurred in 

the vicinities, lifestyles, and activities in which the personnel completing these 

applications were involved. Information concerning the protocol of the Home does not 

exist, and if it ever did, it was not conserved for future reference. However, what can be 

done is to look at operations of American life, channeled by White supremacy, which 

shaped the mindsets and actions of people such as the workers of the Home. 
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Though Black Americans fought in WWI, when returning home, they were 

denied the safety and equal rights afforded to White veterans as mob violence and race 

riots occurred in 1919, the “Red Summer.” In 1919, Black civilians encountered mob 

violence at higher rates than previous years, and though the violence is often linked to 

social, economic, and psychological reasons, the racial pride of Black troops is thought to 

be the primary cause of increased racial violence within the post-war U.S.45 As Black 

veterans demanded respect for their race and their service, White supremacists remained 

resistant to any inclination for social change.  

Black veterans used their war service to push for civil rights. White supremacists 

saw this as a cause to violently target them. Another reason that Black veterans 

encountered violence during the Red Summer was because when they returned home, 

they refused to work the second-rate jobs sanctioned for them in the pre-war U.S. 

society.46 The racial pride illustrated by Black Americans in the post-war U.S. correlates 

to increased violence. At least 20 veterans in uniform were lynched between November 

1919 and the end of 1920.47 This statistic is significant because it confirms that no Black 

 

45 Lisa Budreau, Bodies of War: World War I and the Politics of Commemoration in America, 
1919-1933, (New York: New York University Press, 2010), 255. Budreau contends that from 1917 to 1919, 
there was an upward curve of mob violence against Black Americans, in which a documented 83 people 
died and 77 of them were Black, and at least 38 race riots occurred in 1919. She quotes authors Arthur 
Barbeau and Florette Henri for their linkage of mob violence with the racial pride of veterans in Unknown 
Soldiers: Soldiers: African-American Troops in World War I, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1974). 

46 Williams, Torchbearers of Democracy: African American Soldiers in the World War I Era 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2010), 227. 

47 Jane Elizabeth Fisher, African American WWI Soldiers, Claude McKay, and the Harlem 
Renaissance in Afro-Americans in New York Life and History 41, no. 1, 25+. Gale Academic OneFile, 
2020. (Accessed April 27, 2021).  
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American was exempt from mob violence in the post-war U.S. There are several recorded 

cases of White aggression towards Black veterans that riddle Great War writings 

concerning Black Americans. 

The attempted lynching of 365th Regiment soldier Daniel Mack and the 

government-condoned hanging of Sgt. Edgar Charles Caldwell are two tragic incidents of 

uniform-clad Black veterans that illustrate the suppression of representing Black military 

efforts. These incidents also demonstrate how White supremacy impacted the political 

and social decisions of powerful people within post-war U.S. civilian and governmental 

spheres. Caldwell, after leaving a military camp in Alabama in December 1918, boarded 

a train whose White conductor, Cecil Linten was angered by the sight of Caldwell in 

uniform and accused Caldwell of never paying the fare. After denying this offense, 

Caldwell was thrown off the train by Linten and White motorman Kelsie Morrison, who 

proceeded to kick Caldwell in the stomach as he lay on the ground. In self-defense, 

Caldwell shot at the conductor and Morrison, and fled the scene. Caldwell shot these men 

in self-defense, but after seeing months of jail-time, the Alabama Supreme Court 

sentenced Caldwell to death by hanging. The Caldwell case is suitable, as though 

defending his life, a Black veteran could not defend himself against harm nor wear his 

uniform freely in the American South without being put on trial or lynched.48 What 

 

48 In Torchbearers of Democracy, Williams states that Caldwell’s uniform was the cause of 
Linten’s aggression. He cites a series of newspaper articles that recount the event and N.A.A.C.P. case files 
as his evidence for this. I have not been able to review his sources except the coverage of the case from the 
N.A.A.C.P.’s The Crisis. While the account in the magazine does not mention Caldwell’s uniform 
specifically, it does mention the fact that he was a soldier as not the only the cause of the initial incident but 
his status as “a Yankee Negro soldier [who] had come down South to start trouble,” was also the reason he 
is nearly lynched by local whites before his trial. His status as a solider in both cases would seem to have 
been gathered from his dress. “The Caldwell Case,” The Crisis, Vol. 19, No. 3 (January, 1920), 131. 
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stands out is the complicity of the state of Alabama’s government with denying civil 

rights, in this case (the right to self-defense) to Black Great War veterans. Another 

parallel of racial violence against uniformed Black veterans is the attempted murder of 

Black veteran Daniel Mack. While walking on a sidewalk in uniform in Sylvester, 

Georgia on April 5th, 1919, Mack accidently brushed against a White resident who then 

knocked Mack off the sidewalk. Enraged, Mack brawled with the citizen, was arrested, 

and testified in court that he fought for the U.S. and was entitled to defend himself 

against his attacker. Countering his argument, the judge in the case told Mack “this is a 

White man’s country,” and sentenced Mack to 30 days on a chain gang.49 After being 

placed in jail, a White mob seized Mack from his cell, and beat him unconscious. Though 

badly crippled, he eventually was able to crawl to a Black family who helped him escape 

the area.50 Even though Mack escaped alive, his experience reveals the hostility of many 

White Americans towards Black veterans who were willing to publicly show their 

veteran status. The months following the Armistice and throughout 1919, the U.S. saw 

large groups of White supremacists, and their efforts worked to diminish the racial pride 

of Black Great War veterans. The reality of constant attacks towards Black veterans 

willing to make themselves symbols of militance and pride is telling of the lack of 

commemorations and memorials for this racial group, and government officials played a 

huge part in this collective erasure. 

 

49 Ibid., Williams, Torchbearers of Democracy, 239-240. 

50 Williams, Torchbearers of Democracy, 240. 
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While Black Americans voiced their concerns about racial violence and lynching 

during the Red Summer, White politicians like Mississippi Governor Theodore Bilbo 

expressed their approval in maintaining a racial hierarchy and their reluctance to 

eradicate lynching. In July 1919, a newspaper article included Bilbo’s claim that he had 

done “everything that he could” to thwart the lynching of Black Americans, and claimed 

that those who were lynched were “Negro rapists.”51 Bilbo also alleged that the comfort 

Black veterans sought with Southern White women originated with Blacks intermingling 

with White French women, and that lynching Black veterans prevented an assault on 

Southern White womanhood.52 Certifying his supremacist ideology, Bilbo stated that 

efforts from Blacks to obtain social and political equality are futile, as the U.S. was “a 

White man’s country.” Further he noted that if Northern “Negro lovers” wanted to stop 

lynching in the South, they needed to “train” the Blacks to be satisfied with their current 

social and political state.53 Bilbo’s thoughts of White superiority over Black Americans 

reveal the general sentiment of many White U.S. government officials following WWI. 

Also, the usage of “White” and the proclamation that the U.S. was for Whites only can be 

correlated to the active dismissals of anything Black in public war memorials as well as 

Black contributions to war and global conflicts. With White supremacist government 

officials illustrating their beliefs in federal and local governments, violence continued 

towards Black veterans who had little legal protection to protect themselves. 

 

51 “Gov. Bilbo Issues 'Creed of South:' State's Executive Partially Defends Lynching in Saucy 
Letter," The Chicago Defender (Big Weekend Edition) (1905-1966), Jul 12, 1.  

52  “Creed of South,” The Chicago Defender. 

53 “Creed of South,” The Chicago Defender. 
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In 1922, the Savannah Tribune covered the Southern Democrats’ filibuster in the 

Senate of the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill in which Democrats ensured the bill would not 

pass. Though Republicans held the majority in the Senate, Southern Democrats such as 

Alabama’s Senator Oscar Underwood, Pat Harrison of Mississippi, Furnifold Simmons of 

North Carolina, and other politicians who disenfranchised Black Americans, prevented 

the bill from passing.54 Also in the Senate chamber was a Black Great War veteran who 

questioned the viewpoints of White supremacists on civil rights for Black Americans. A 

wounded Black soldier, Lucious Jones, stood up to ask members of the Senate a question, 

but was removed from his seat. The newspaper account noted that during this session, the 

Democrats had attacked “Black soldiers’ morals in reference to White women.” It 

seemed that Jones intended to ask if the consequences given to Black men who raped 

White women should be given to White men who raped Black women.55 Such incidents 

can be examined alongside the claims of Southern Democrats like Theodore Bilbo and 

others who chose to label Black veterans as rapists instead of worthy symbols of 

patriotism. The article noted that with memories of his sister having been raped by a 

White man and having fought for his country in the war, Jones was saddened to 

encounter a nation still rampant with racism.56  

 

54 “Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill Fails: Democratic Filibuster Blocks the Passage,” Savannah 
Tribune (Savannah, Georgia) XXXVIII, no. 8, December 7, 1922: Page [One]. Readex: African American 
Newspapers.  

55 “Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill Fails,” Savannah Tribune. 

56 “Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill Fails,” Savannah Tribune. 
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The federal government and U.S. military did conduct high levels of 

memorialization following the war, and its members did not hesitate to commemorate 

and memorialize Great War veterans falling under White or anonymous racial categories 

in the general U.S. Great War landscape of memory. The scale of general post-war U.S. 

memorialization was seen in March 1920 when the U.S. returned 70% of the Great War 

dead to the U.S. after many American families requested to bury their dead at home.57 

Black veterans were not recognized in death within large national ceremonies and in the 

broader U.S. memorial landscape, but they were made to exhume the bodies of 

combatants and provided with little appreciation from their government for doing so. Lisa 

Budreau argues in Bodies of War that sanctioning Black soldiers as grave workers 

showed the irony of the U.S.’ participation in the Great War. Unlike White Americans, 

Blacks did not have access to the full range of military employment and Black soldiers 

were usually only given positions of labor.58 Assigning Black soldiers to grave work 

replicated the Jim Crow practices of the pre-war U.S. Black Americans usually held the 

most laborious, low-paying jobs in the U.S. She notes also that although burying the way 

dead was considered a priority and newspapers detailed the work of Black grave diggers, 

no other soldiers were asked to take on this task.59 In U.S. General John J. Pershing’s 

army, more than 6,000 Black troops were assigned to reburial work over combat zones.60 

 

57 Budreau, Bodies of War, 75. Budreau qtd. Secretary of War Baker, “Concerning Return of 
Bodies of American Soldiers,” (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, March 1920). 

58 Budreau, Bodies of War, 56. 

59 McKay, “If We Must Die,” The Liberator, 1919. 

60 Budreau, Bodies of War, 55. 
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A minority among enlisted men, Black men made only a small portion of the U.S. Army 

in the Great War. The fact that thousands of them only saw positions of labor instead of 

combat indicates the U.S. Army’s reluctance to place Blacks in positions of authority and 

combat. Perhaps this was to avoid arming them or to avoid notions of honor, bravery, and 

responsibility for Black soldiers. In the same timeframe as the creation of the Home’s 

documentations of veterans, Black American women faced the same levels of 

discrimination as their war dad and the denial to respectfully commemorate and 

memorialize Black war veterans in the postwar U.S.  

In the 1930s, Black and White American women traveled to France to 

memorialize their Great War dead. Even then, federal mandates segregated the 

pilgrimages and enraged Black civilians and intellectuals alike. After the U.S. 

government announced in February of 1930 that the Gold Star Pilgrims would be 

segregated, Black intellectual W.E.B. Du Bois took to writing to protest the government’s 

plans. Du Bois, then the editor of the Crisis magazine, wrote an editorial that was picked 

up and published throughout the country in Black newspapers calling out President 

Hoover’s decision to segregate the pilgrimages. Du Bois, in particular, pointed out that 

Black mothers were sent on ships inferior to that of White pilgrims. Hoover allowed the 

mistreatment of Black pilgrims in much the same way President Wilson had allowed the 

mistreatment of Black soldiers during the war.61 Du Bois mentions that even following 

the war, Hoover allowed the War Department to “Whitewash unjustifiable treatment 

 

61 This was not the first time that Du Bois had written critically about Harding’s racism in The 
Crisis. Unfortunately, the full run of the magazine is not available digitally, so I’m reliant upon newspaper 
accounts and reprints of this piece. "Hoover: Du Bois takes Pointed Issue with President Here They Are – 
In Which One Do You Believe." The Pittsburgh Courier (1911-1950), Oct 29, 1932, City Edition.  
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against Negroes.”62 Another Black media source claimed that by segregating the 

pilgrimages, the U.S. government was going “Jim Crow for these events.”63 Letters also 

were sent directly to Hoover, to protest the segregation of the pilgrimages. One such 

letter was from Lora Cannon. Cannon disapproved of an invitation to the pilgrimages 

because she believed that a segregated pilgrimage was an “insult to the living,” and that 

for a government that claimed to practice fraternity, this federal action was cruel as it 

denied honor for Black fallen soldiers and their families.64 At least six other Black 

women similarly declined the invitation because of the policy. Despite the evidence of 

many letters of complaint to the War Department about this policy none “appear to have 

survived in the records.”65  

The Chicago Defender published excerpts of an editorial from the National 

League of Equality which publicized Black Americans’ disapproval with the planned 

segregation of the Gold Star pilgrimages. The League expressed its disillusionment with 

the U.S., and noted that Black Americans did not expect to experience segregation 

following the service of Black men in the war.66 The organization also accused the 

federal government of adhering to the social desires of Southern White women in the 

 

62 “Hoover: Du Bois Takes Pointed Issue with President,” The Pittsburgh Courier. 

63 “Government Goes Jim Crow,” in The World Tomorrow, August 1930. 

64 Budreau, Bodies of War, 211. Budreau qtd. Lora Cannon in “Mrs. Lora Lee Cannon, Athens, 
Alabama, to Sec. of War,” May 22, Cemeterial Division, Office of the QMG, RG 92, NA, 1930.  

65 Despite this, some of the War Department’s own responses to these letters do survive. 
Constance Potter, “World War I Gold Star Mother Pilgrimages, Part I,” Genealogy Notes 31, no. 2 (1999). 

66 "Protest Segregation of Gold Star Mothers: Ask President Hoover to Halt Insult to Soldier 
Dead," (The Chicago Defender, 1930), (National Edition) (1921-1967), Mar 01, 1.  
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matter, and by doing this, the League argued that equal respect and acknowledgement to 

the needs of Black pilgrims would not be met.67 This accusation is significant, as it 

comes from a civil rights organization that clearly blames the U.S. government for the 

segregation and discrimination in the nation’s large-scale event of memorial. Ending its 

editorial, the League noted that segregation was unnecessary as the pilgrimages were not 

social events, but events of mourning and that Black women experienced the same 

sorrow as Whites who suffered loss during the war.68 

As a broad response to these complaints, President Hoover made a public 

statement that the mothers would “prefer to grieve with members of their own race.”69 

Here, it is noticeable that at the federal level, the U.S. was contented with excusing Jim 

Crow practices, even in a time of mourning and remembrance. During these pilgrimages, 

U.S. military leaders demonstrated complacency with the segregation of the pilgrimages, 

as Secretary Newton D. Baker announced that the travel and memorial experiences of 

Black and White Gold Star Mothers would be “separate but equal.”70 To deny the U.S. 

government’s part in originating Jim Crow morals, Hoover worked together with General 

John L. Dewitt and Acting Secretary of War Trubee Davison to send invitations to White 

women in hopes that they would request travel and lodging separate from Black women 

 

67 “Protest Segregation,” The Chicago Defender. 

68 “Protest Segregation,” The Chicago Defender. 

69 Budreau, Bodies of War, 211, Budreau qtd. President Hoover in Box 348, “Segregation” file, 
GSM Pilgrimage file, RG 92, 

70 John W. Graham, The Gold Star Mother Pilgrimages of the 1930s, (Jefferson: McFarland & 
Company, 2005), location 1673, Graham qtd. Secretary of War Patrick J. Hurley in "Report, Liaison 
Officer, Party L," 2. 
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on the pilgrimages.71 This governmental strategy to covertly implement segregation as a 

part of the Gold Star Mother pilgrimages concluded that U.S. political officials took 

several measures to uphold Jim Crow traditions in moments of national U.S. Great War 

memorialization. Black mothers and wives who mourned their war dead in the post-war 

U.S. could not avoid the disrespect shown to enlisted Black soldiers and veterans. For 

instance, two Black families who attended a funeral service at Arlington Cemetery in 

1921 had to relocate to the segregated section of the cemetery, when onlookers 

discovered that Black veterans were about to be buried in the White section.72 This 

incident is another found in the general U.S. Great War memorial landscape that portrays 

the unequal recognition that Black Great War veterans were afforded.  

The federally approved segregation of the Gold Star Mother pilgrimages and the 

tactics of federal officials to maintain Jim Crow during Great War memorial confirmed 

for Black Americans that the best way to memorialize Black veterans was to do so within 

their own racial communities. Jazz composer, orchestra leader, and soldier of the 369th 

Regiment Noble Sissle relayed his take on the need of appreciation for Black servicemen. 

In a speech that was recounted in the Afro-American, Sissle told the mothers that with the 

propaganda against Black Americans and increased racism in the post-war U.S., the trip 

that the mothers made to France was greatly appreciated.73 He also noted that he and 

 

71 Budreau, Bodies of War, 211, 212. 

72 Budreau, Bodies of War, 60, Budreau qtd. ASA Irwin, Cpt., QMC, to Quartermaster Supply 
Officer, ref.: Jas. E. Smith, Pvt., Co. A, 372nd Infantry, and Kenneth Hawkins, Pvt., Medical Detachment, 
349th Infantry, June 17, 1921, Cemeterial Division, Office of the QMG, RG 92, NA.  

73 "Noble Sissle Would Have Wanted His Mother to See His Grave," the (Afro-American, Aug 23, 
8, 1930).  
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other soldiers went to France on segregated ships. Though he detested segregation, he 

remarked, “if I had fallen I would have liked to know that my mother had a chance to see 

my grave.”74 Finalizing his thoughts, he told the Black mothers that he fully disagreed 

with segregation, but he believed it would be in their best interests to visit the graves of 

their war dead.75 Black women were thus encouraged to partake in the pilgrimages by a 

Black veteran who positioned himself both as someone who had suffered from White 

supremacy and as someone who understood the discouragement the mothers felt about 

the policy allowing for segregated memorialization. Like American monument-making, 

politics played a large role in U.S. post-war memorial ceremonies: locally and federally. 

One such memorial which garnered nation-wide political and social attention was the 

burial of the “Unknown Soldier,” an unidentified American corpse found among the 

Great War dead in France which was used to uplift White veteran commemoration while 

detracting from non-White commemoration 

Replicating the Great War memorial ceremonies of Britain and France in 1921, 

U.S. government and military members laid to rest an unidentified soldier at the 

Arlington Cemetery in Arlington, Virginia. The U.S. government claimed that the soldier 

would remain unnamed so the nation could focus on unity instead of individuality.76 The 

burial of the Unknown Soldier was one of the significant forms of Great War 

memorialization that the U.S. had engaged in officially. War Historian Kurt Peihler 

 

74 “Noble Sissle Would Have Wanted,” Afro-American, 1930. 

75 John R. Gillis, Commemorations: The Politics of National Identity, (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1994), Accessed April 29, 2021.  

76 Budreau, Bodies of War, 100. 
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argued that due to the ceremonies and rituals that took place during the Unknown 

Soldier’s burial, it is evident that those in authority of his burial wanted to present the 

soldier as a White, Christian male.77 The positioning of the Unknown Soldier as a 

Christian male speaks to the desire of many Americans to only honor White Americans 

on public commemorative stages. Again, the motivation to promote the sacrifice of a 

“White” veteran was prioritized in the U.S. commemorative war landscape. Though the 

N.A.A.C.P. laid a wreath on the Unknown Soldier’s tomb, nowhere in the ceremony, nor 

afterward, did those in charge of the burial note that the Unknown Soldier could have 

been Black.78 White government officials, military members, and civilians who attended 

the burial who avoided the positioning of the Unknown Soldier as a minority proved 

problematic for those who wanted representation for all racial groups who participated in 

WWI.  

With traditional American monument-making practices adhering to White 

supremacy and with background information about the American racial, political, and 

social environment for Black veterans in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, no 

Black-centered veteran monument could take place without large levels of controversy 

and pushback from the powerheads of American society wanting to keep Blacks out of 

public art. Though the U.S. has a long way to go before it can be deemed as a truthfully 

 

77 Trout, On the Battlefield of Memory, 128. Trout qtd. Kurt G. Piehler, Remembering War the 
American Way, Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 121. Trout mentions that though 
the Unknown Soldier was never verbally labeled a “White” man, Peihler contends that the occurrences at 
his burial such as the Cavalry Band’s performance of the song “Onward Christian Soldier” evidences the 
positioning of the soldier as White. 

78 Ibid., Trout, On the Battlefield of Memory, qtd. Piehler, Remembering War, 121. 
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democratic nation for its citizens, in both recreational and legal ways, there are a few 

memorials and monuments such as “A Quest for Parity: The Octavius V. Catto 

Memorial” and the “National Memorial for Peace and Justice” which show a significant 

and positive change in commemorative spaces historically dominated by a predominantly 

White populace.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES OF BLACK-CENTERED MONUMENTS IN 

THE U.S. 

Americans involved in monument-making today show an increased awareness of 

the need to incorporate Black history into the American public commemorative 

landscape. One such memorial, the “A Quest for Parity: The Octavius V. Catto 

Memorial” illustrates such an awareness as its artist and representation include subjects 

of the Black American community. Situated in the Southwest Corner of Philadelphia City 

Hall, the Octavius V. Catto Memorial stands out to the eyes of passersby in the 

Philadelphia area. As the name of the statue implies, its subject is an individual: a Black 

nineteenth century Philadelphian named Octavius Catto. Catto was a veteran, civil rights 

activist, athlete, politician, and a well-renowned leader of the Black American 

community. Catto was a graduate of the Institute for Colored Youth, now called Cheyney 

University, and he was trained in classical languages and sciences. In 1869 he formed the 

first baseball game between a White and Black baseball team in Philadelphia. Catto is 

also known as the activist who led an effort to desegregate public transportation in the 

state of Pennsylvania; this effort was successful and a landmark for civil rights in the 

nineteenth century.79 

 

 

79 Vernon Clark McClatchy, Philadelphia's Black History in Bronze: Octavius Catto to Stand Tall, 
Tribune Business News, Jan 31, 2014. 
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Catto’s military career was quite full, as he was a Major in the Pennsylvania 

National Guard and he helped to create 11 Colored regiments.80 In 1871, Catto met his 

life’s end in 1871 at the hands of a White man who shot him while he attempted to bring 

Black Americans to the polls to vote.81 Although Catto’s murderer was identified by 

many, he never faced consequences for having murdered Catto.82 Catto’s life ended 

tragically at a fairly young age (32 years of age), but he left a reputation of merit within 

the Black American community and the general Philadelphian community. Catto’s 

presence within the Philadelphian public commemorative landscape is groundbreaking 

not only because it diversifies the city’s public commemorative landscape, but it presents 

a necessary and uncommon introduction to Black history within a landscape that 

prioritized the stories of the “great White men” of America. The project to commemorate 

Catto and other Black Americans like him was long overdue. Nevertheless, Catto’s 

presence in Philadelphia shows a positive change in American monument-making as it 

undermines a practice meant only for the White American populace.  It is also an 

indispensable addition to the city’s public art in that it educates the public of a Black 

veteran whose role in civil rights for Black Americans in Philadelphia needed attention 

beyond conversations within familial circles, the Black community, and scholarly 

writing. 

 

80 John N. Mitchell, Octavius V. Catto’s Descendants Followed in Military Footsteps, 
Philadelphia Tribune, Sep 24, 2-1A, 4A. 

81 Ibid., McClatchy, Philadelphia’s Black History in Bronze, 2014. 

82 Ibid., McClatchy, Philadelphia's Black History in Bronze, 2014. 
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Figure 7: “The Octavius V. Catto Memorial.” Courtesy of Luke Malanga, 
2020 

While the project to commemorate Catto was completed and once the Octavius V. 

Catto Memorial was unveiled in the city in 2017, members of the Philadelphian 

community saw the importance of Catto’s statue to his legacy and American monument-

making. During this process, James F. Kenney, Mayor of Philadelphia and former City 

Councilmen, expressed views that challenge traditional historic concentration of 

primarily White people and narratives. Kenny, a man of Irish-American descent, denoted 

that the first time that he had learned about Catto was in his 40s. After learning of Catto, 

Kenny begun working to commemorate the activist in 2003, making steps to create the 

“Octavius V. Catto Memorial Fund:” a project involving prominent Philadelphians, 

experts, and scholars who helped to realize the successful commission of the 

monument.83 

 

83 “A Quest for Parity: The Octavius V. Catto Memorial (2017),” Association for Public Art, 
https://www.associationforpublicart.org/artwork/catto-memorial/. The Octavius V. Catto Memorial Fund 
commissioned the monument and its members programmed facets of monument-making such as funding, 
project contributors, and distribution of information concerning the sculpture. 

https://www.associationforpublicart.org/artwork/catto-memorial/
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Kenney remarked that statues like that of O.V.C. are important because the 

history of Black Americans has been systemically marginalized within the curriculum of 

American classrooms and that it is important for all students, including White students, to 

be made aware of historical figures like Catto to avoid past practices of discrimination 

against Black American history in the classroom. Kenney referenced former Mayor Frank 

Rizzo: a White supremacist notorious for allowing police brutality towards Black 

Americans. Kenny stated that Philadelphia’s willingness to commemorate Rizzo displays 

that there is “a lot of statue problems in Philadelphia.”84 Though this statement lacks 

context in terms of what exactly Kenney believes to be problematic in the Philadelphian 

public art landscape, he admits to Philadelphia’s prioritization to commemorate Whites 

over Blacks. Rizzo, like many other supremacists depicted throughout America, was a 

man who stood for the same racial hierarchy and denial of Black American contributions 

to American life seen within the circles of monument-makers and committees of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries mentioned earlier in this study. The fact that 

Kenney, a man of White descent, made such calculations and with his meaningfulness to 

work against White supremacy, it is noticeable that the key players involved with 

producing monuments of prominent Americans today contrast to those of past American 

commemoration circles. Some members of the Philadelphian community believe that the 

Catto statue is important not only because it produces a narrative of a Black veteran and 

activist, but because it spotlights Octavius Catto in his own right.  

 

84 Jonathan Lai, How 'Forgotten Hero' Octavius Catto Can Help Philly Teachers Confront 
Race, TCA Regional News, Aug 31, 2017. 
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Comparing the All Wars Memorial to the Catto sculpture, Penny Balkin Bach, 

executive director of the “Philadelphia Association for Public Art” remarked that the All 

Wars Memorial to Colored Soldiers and Sailors is “one of the most incredible 

monuments in the country of its type-But there are none of notable African American 

individuals.” With a similar sentiment, Murray Dubin, co-author of “Tasting Freedom: 

Octavius Catto and the Battle for Equality in Civil War America,” stated: 

The fact that there are no statues of individual African Americans, man or woman 
-- I think it's an oversight and I think it's embarrassing to the city, and having 
Catto be the first one sort of says something about how important he was in the 
nineteenth-century.85  

Although Dubin’s comments were made almost a decade ago, his sentiment is one that 

continues to ring true today as the existence of monuments, statues, and other forms of 

commemoration for single White individuals are numerically higher than Black 

Americans in Philadelphia and in the nation. With a goal to further diversity the 

American commemorative landscape and with intentions to eradicate past discriminatory 

practices seen in America’s traditional and antiquated monument-making practices, 

breakthroughs such as the successful creation of an individually and Black-centered 

monuments and memorial like the O.V.C. Memorial will become more abundant. 

Drawing a comparison to the Catto statue and the curriculum presented in Philadelphia’s 

classrooms, Kenney proclaimed that in his childhood and through public spaces such as 

college campuses, members of Neo-Nazi groups continue to march through American 

streets promoting White supremacy in attempts to prevent equality for non-Whites. For 

this reason, he believes that instructors should educate their pupils about people like 

 

85 Ibid., McClatchy, Philadelphia’s Black History in Bronze, 2014. 
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Catto to combat both racism and the large lack of knowledge of more truthful and 

inclusive historic narratives in the U.S. He mentions that in this case, the more educated 

our student populace becomes about Black Americans like O.V.C., the more Americans 

like himself may learn to critic the still existent and rampant racial disparities within the 

classroom and in the nation lingering from past measures of White supremacy. If more 

sculptures like that of O.V.C. are placed in public spaces and if said sculptures are 

presented with truthful narratives about people of color so frequently left out of American 

educational curriculums, conversations concerning race and social issues held in the 

classroom can also channel change in non-academic spaces and further promote 

appreciation and knowledge of Black Americans in public art and history. 

What is also a positive contrast to traditional American monument-making is that 

the sculptor of the O.V.C. monument, Branley Cadet, is a Black American who also 

chose to sculpt Catto as a proud and prominent scholar and activist. Cadet, a California-

based artist and graduate of Cornell University, was selected by a jury of artists and art 

professionals in 2013 to create the memorial.86 Detailing the process and motivation for 

his portrayal of Catto, Cadet stated that he visited Catto’s home and murder site to help 

him brainstorm the memorial. He decided to portray Catto as an activist, educator, and a 

leader. Speaking to a reporter about his thought process for the memorial, Cadet said: "I 

think it was the site itself that drew the design of the memorial," he said. "Because he was 

someone who interrupted the status quo, I wanted the design to also interrupt the status 

 

86 Ibid., “A Quest for Parity,” Association for Public Art. 
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quo."87 Later in the report, Cadet shows his awareness of the political and social weight 

that public art can have on its audience. He mentioned that what takes up public space 

reflects the values of a society, and when structures are removed, relocated, built, or 

rebuilt, these actions replicate the morals of a society. When those values are no longer 

met, people should have a say in what should be taken down or reconfigured."88 In this 

sense, public art is a transformative tool which programs the values and expectations that 

American society displays. In today’s commemorative climate where many statues of 

supremacists, confederate generals, and slave owners are being taken down, the O.C.V. 

Memorial is a very public and noticeable change to the commemorative landscape which 

contrasts America’s past acceptance of racism, and it illustrates how American society is 

inching towards civil rights and equality for all citizens.  

In the program created for the “Dedication and Unveiling Ceremony” taking place 

to unveil the monument on September 26, 2017, Cadet provides further insight into his 

artistic and representational choices. The bronze sculpture which encompasses Catto’s 

figure depicts him in a walking stance “striding” away from a granite abstraction of an 

1860’s streetcar, with his figure placed on a mid-nineteenth century globe - shaped ballot 

box. Both the granite trolley car and the ballot box include engravings, text, and images 

incorporating segments of Catto’s, educational, athletic, activist, and military 

accomplishments. Cadet states that the sculpture reflects the events of the last few 

moments of Catto’s life, as the activist was placed across from a depiction of a 

 

87 Phillip Jackson, Sculptor Reflects on Octavius V. Catto Statue, Philadelphia Tribune, Sep 24, 1, 
2017.  

88 Ibid., Jackson, Sculptor Reflects on Octavius V. Catto Statue, 2017. 
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desegregated trolley car, desegregated due to his activism. Cadet proclaimed that though 

Catto was shot before being able to vote on election day, his activism marked a new era 

in American history.89 Cadet’s representation, positioning, and artistry of O.V.C. are all 

elements of a monument-making process which defies traditional American monument-

making. Unlike the past standing soldier monuments of the Civil War Era which often 

disregarded and omitted the sacrifices and biography of Black American servicemen, 

Cadet’s statue encapsulates Catto’s life and significance in an open and multi-faceted 

way, providing details about Catto’s efforts, descent, and significance to changing 

American democracy while paving the way for future civil rights activists and 

movements. The fact that Cadet has a platform, one that is being openly shared and 

presented to the public and the fact that a Black man such as Cadet was selected to sculpt 

the activist shows that the American commemorative landscape and the body of public 

art groups in America are becoming more diverse. Where in the past, primarily white 

groups and sculptors were given platforms by primarily White committees, Cadet’s very 

presence, intentions, and voice in American monument-making shows efforts to diversify 

the practice while diversifying artist expertise in the Philadelphia and the American 

commemorative landscape. 

 

 

89 “Dedication and Unveiling Ceremony” of the O.V.C. Memorial, The Octavius V. Catto 
Memorial Fund. The program includes the date of the ceremony, Cadet’s biographical information and 
vision for the sculpture, and other key elements of the project’s completion such as the board members, 
contributors, and organizations who helped to make the sculpture a reality. 
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Aside from employing a Black sculptor to create the O.V.C. Memorial, the project 

to create this structure differs from traditional monument-making in that the public events 

conducted to raise money and awareness for the project included Black American 

speakers and some members of the project’s committee are Black American. Two 

instrumental members of the O.V.C. Memorial Fund, Carol Clark Lawrence, Board Chair 

of the project and Bernard W. Smalley, Jr., are Black Americans. During the first few 

stages of the project, in 2004, Mayor Kenney sought the public art expertise of Lawrence, 

and the help of renowned architect James B. Straw, who became the board’s president. 

With the combined efforts of committee members such as Lawrence and other influential 

Philadelphians, the movement to commemorate Octavius V. Catto was born. From this 

point forward, Lawrence and Straw were the key authorities in the programming aspects 

of the memorial such as fundraising, artist selection, commissioning, project 

management, and educational outreach. Smalley, Jr., became a board member of the 

project and is a Deputy Court Administrator who dedicates his legal career to assist 

clients who are victims of corporate and professional negligence.90  

 

 

 

 

90  “The Octavius V. Catto Memorial Fund,” http://www.ovcattomemorial.org/executive-
committee. Information about the origin and concentration of Smalley Jr.’s law career was found on the 
website of the Philadelphia area law firm “Raynes and Lawn,” https://rayneslaw.com/attorney/bernard-w-
smalley-sr/. 

http://www.ovcattomemorial.org/executive-committee
http://www.ovcattomemorial.org/executive-committee
https://rayneslaw.com/attorney/bernard-w-smalley-sr/
https://rayneslaw.com/attorney/bernard-w-smalley-sr/
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In one of the first conferences of Memorial Fund promoting the monument held in 

Philadelphia on June 14th, 2006, Black Americans John F. Street, former Mayor of 

Philadelphia and former Special Assistant of NARA V. Chapman-Smith both spoke 

about plans for and the significance of O.V.C. to American history and his impact on 

civil rights.91 During this event, a fundraising campaign to raise 1.5 million for the 

structure had begun. Funding for the memorial started this day as Frank Giordano, 

President of the “Union League Board” and Straw presented a $25,000 check to the O. V. 

Catto Memorial Fund. The funding efforts, keynote speakers, and the body of the 

Memorial Fund involved with this conference are all proof to the current structural 

changes of American monument-making. The presence of people like Chapman-Smith, 

Street, Lawrence, and Smalley Jr. within commemorative activities is a reality that would 

have been detested (and highly prohibited) in the past decades and spaces of American 

monument-making. Because Black Americans were asked to support, speak, create, 

fundraise, and educate others of the O.V.C. Memorial, project members successfully 

diversified the American commemorative landscape while respectfully and genuinely 

depicting a Black serviceman.  

Like the Catto statue, the “National Memorial for Peace and Justice” (NMPJ) is a 

Black-centered structure that displays narratives overshadowed for centuries. However, 

the NMPJ encapsulates the stories of many Black Americans who either died under racial 

terror stemming from White supremacy or who fought to eradicate it and gain civil rights. 

 

91 “O. V. Catto Memorial Committee Kicks Off $1.5 Million Fundraising Effort: Abraham Lincoln 
Foundation Gives First $25,000 To Erect Memorial Statue,” 
http://www.civilwarphilly.net/cattomemorial/0606press/release.html. 

http://www.civilwarphilly.net/cattomemorial/0606press/release.html
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Located in Montgomery, Alabama, this memorial also known as the “Lynching 

Memorial,” was officially made available to the public in 2018. It includes a variety of 

sculptures and physical portrayals of the hardships of the Black American community 

tracing to systemic racism and violence beginning from American chattel slavery, seen 

highly during the Reconstruction Era, and following into more current events such as 

segregation not legally discontinued until the 1960s and police brutality which remains a 

rampant problem in America today. The memorial invites the public to reflect and 

conversate on the trajectory of these events and histories.92   

The memorial was formulated by the non-profit law-organization called the 

“Equal Justice Initiative” (EJI). Founded in 1989, members of the foundation such as 

Bryon Stevenson, the author of “Just Mercy: A Story of Redemption,” and other 

members worked for 3 decades (and continue to work) to legally represent persons 

convicted and sentenced of crimes in illegal ways, with special focus on children faced 

with the death penalty. It is also a program which helps formerly imprisoned people to 

reintegrate into life outside of incarceration.93 To push the narratives of monuments that 

existed concerning civil rights and Black struggles prior to the NMPJ, Stevenson believes 

that with events such as lynching and racial violence, it is important to place public 

markers in areas where these events occurred.94  

 

92 Tanja Schult, Reshaping American Identity: The National Memorial for Peace and Justice and 
its Take Away Twin, Liminalities 16 (3): 1-45  

93 Ibid., Schult, Reshaping American Identity, 4. 

94 Ibid., Schult, Reshaping American Identity, 6. 
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Schult points out also that the NMPJ is a trailblazing memorial for its contents, its 

artists, and its representations. All quotes included within the memorial are from Black 

civil rights activists and writers, all sculptures here represent Black people, and all of the 

artists who contributed to the memorial are Black. The material and components of the 

NMPJ differ from more traditional monuments of America, as they are of various shades 

of brown, unlike more traditional materials such as marble and granite often utilized to 

build Confederate monuments.”95 Within this monument, as visitors walk through, they 

can view the brown rectangular structures which are seen at ground level initially, but 

soon move to a hanging position symbolizing hanging bodies. The structures include 

names of people who were victims of lynching, and in cases where the person is not 

identified, the engraving on the slab reads “Unknown.” Along with the names of the 

victims are brief descriptions with details like the victim’s hometown, location and date 

of their murder, and the justification of the mobs and groups as to why they lynched their 

victim(s).96 The artistry of the structures is subtle, but the details within them are not. 

With such an outward display of violent atrocities committed by White supremacist 

towards thousands of Black Americans, the past horrors so widely accepted throughout 

American history are not avoided within the NMPJ. Lynching and other forms of racial 

terror are facets of American society in which many Americans ignore, and for the 

American South, the history of racial terror is one that remains unapproachable for many.  

 

95 Ibid., Schult, Reshaping American Identity, 22. 

96 Christina Simko, From Legacy to Memory: Reckoning with Racial Violence at the National 
Memorial for Peace and Justice, (Los Angeles, CA: SAGE Publications, 2021), 163. 
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As previously noted, the Black body was absent from the American 

commemorative landscape for purposeful reasons, especially within Confederate 

monuments. The South highly romanticized the Civil War and denied the reality of 

slavery at all costs, thus making their “Lost Cause” narrative easier to uphold and 

promote in the public commemorative landscape. In this case, the representations of 

Black bodies in the NMPJ combat past traditions of White supremacist commemoration 

and it emancipates the Black body. Sculptures such as Akoto-Bamfo’s “Nkyinkyim 

Installation,” which concerns the horrors of the “Atlantic Slave Trade,” defies 

supremacist depictions of the Black body as it concentrates on bodies of enslaved Black 

people and depicts its subjects not as alien beings but as “individualized” people.97 

 

 

97 Shult qtd. Savage in Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, 130. Ibid., Shult, Reshaping American 
Identity, 11-12. 
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Figure 8: Kwame Akoto-Bamfo, Nkyinkyim Installation at the National 
Memorial for Peace and Justice. Courtesy of Michael Delli Carpini 

The most recent global civil rights movement, “Black Lives Matter” (also known 

as #BlackLivesMatters or BLM throughout social media platforms) is a movement 

pivotal to the changes being made in America’s commemorative landscape today. Not 

only does the movement call for civil rights and racial justice, but its followers aim to 

incite change in America’s social structure and to influence a new focus for America’s 

historic narratives. Placing more Black-centered monuments throughout the U.S. can help 

to confront White supremacist violence as it gains space for narratives so frequently and 

systemically left out of American commemorations today. The BLM movement also 

allows the public to question and analyze, through an examination of past experiences, 
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what might be the most ideal monuments to encapsulate and display of the history of the 

Black American community.98 The needed attention for more inclusive historic narratives 

should involve Americans of all walks of life, and in terms of Black American military 

history, the nation can continue to increase the amount of public art which displays the 

stories of minority servicepeople.  

 The history of Black Americans and Black veterans can all be further 

implemented within American curriculums in the classroom and in public 

commemorative spaces. With the past trajectory of American monument-making, the 

nation’s history of its public art commemorations of war and other histories will help 

future generations create structures with more direct, truthful, and inclusive narratives. 

  

 

98 Alex A. Moulton, Black Monument Matters: Place-Based Commemoration and Abolitionist 
Memory Work. Sociology Compass, 15(12), e12944, 2021. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AN IDEAL MONUMENT TO BLACK AMERICAN VETERANS IN 

PHILADELPHIA 

With a centuries-long list of monuments and a lengthy chronology of monument-

making to view, there are many pitfalls and successes that future monument-makers 

wishing to add to America’s public art can analyze. Moving forward, an ideal statue for 

Black veterans should go against past censorships of Black American narratives. One 

way to do this is to produce a monument that thoroughly details the veteran’s 

biographical information. For instance, as the sculptors of the standing soldier 

monuments either left out the races of veterans or omitted Black veterans from their 

structures, a new monument for Black veterans should include the veteran’s race, 

birthplace, achievements, and other facets of their lives which genuinely illustrate how 

they lived and anything they accomplished/wished to accomplish. With this strategy, the 

erasure of Black narratives in commemorative structures will be eradicated, allowing the 

public to learn about American history so frequently left out in the nation’s educational 

institutions. Also, this thoroughly made Black-centered monument can serve to combat 

the still present supremacy within the nation. Incorporating Black American narratives in 

sincere and clear ways will be to form a “counter monument:” a monument which calls 

for a shift in public memory with cognizance of actual historic occurrences while 

presenting diverse historic subjects, such as O.V.C., to the public.99 

 

99 Seth C. Bruggeman, “Memorials and Monuments,” The Inclusive Historian’s Handbook, 2019. 
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What can we learn about how Black experience is archived that can help us create 

better monuments? As seen in the NARA Case Files, employees of the NHDVS in the 

mid twentieth century who recorded information concerning its members made 

prominent the races of each veteran by writing (or typing) unto the Application for 

Original Admission into the Home racial descriptors varying from one file to another. 

While White Americans were given less racial description, an array of racial descriptors 

for Black Americans can be seen throughout the files. With more racial descriptions for 

Black members than White members in the Case Files, the Home’s archival processes 

illustrate a focus on race like that within other American institutions and organizations 

that alienated and debased Black Americans.  

To counter the egregious separation of Black servicemen from other servicemen 

in America’s past archival spaces, institutions, and monument-making circles, 

monument-makers today must openly delineate the veteran’s racial or ethnic background 

in respectful ways compliant with the desires of the Black community. Today, the terms 

“Black” or “African-American” are commonly used to denote individuals of Black 

descent and matters of the Black community. Unlike terms in the applications such as 

“Negro” “Dark” or “Colored,” the labels Black and African-American are not utilized 

today to demean and make foreign the Black American body. Whereas descriptors within 

the case files and throughout Jim Crow Era America served to marginalize non-Whites, 

the descriptors “Black” and “African-American” are used respectfully by non-Black 

populaces today to delineate race and most importantly, they are often proudly accepted 

and utilized by Black Americans to signify their racial status. 
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As the O.V.C. Memorial and the NMPJ monuments were crafted by Black 

Americans, monument-making circles should seek Black American artist(s) to 

commemorate Black servicepeople. For centuries, Black bodies and Black people were 

largely marginalized from America’s historic narratives and from instructing others of 

Black contributions throughout history. By allowing Black artists like Branley Cadet and 

Kwame Akoto-Bamfo to sculpt and envision public art, past White supremacist traditions 

within American monument-making which evaded the employment and artistic expertise 

of Black Americans will be counteracted.  

What remains to be approached to the same extent as male veterans in public art 

and commemorations are narratives of women in the military, especially Black women. 

To name a few, Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth, and Susie King Taylor are all 

renowned Black American women who served in the American military during its 

conflicts, yet their military records remain largely absent within public art. To remedy 

this reality, sculptors and commemoration committees in Philadelphia can aim to 

incorporate women such as Tubman, Truth, and Taylor alongside Black servicemen in a 

monument. 

Branching away from the static representations of Black Americans in memorials 

and monuments, a new Black-centered veteran monument should also depict veterans in 

attire not situated in military life. With this attire, sculptors can show that like other 

Americans, Black servicepeople are multi-faceted human beings whose lives, abilities, 

and achievements extend beyond their military careers. For example, WWI veteran and 

painter, Horace Pippin, can be sculpted with an easel and brush in citizen clothing, with 
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an inscription of his military career and other life moments beside his sculpted figure. 

Henry Johnson, a WWI veteran often labeled the “Black Death” for his mortality record 

in combat, could be depicted in citizen clothing, completing a task outside of the violence 

of war. This facet of monument-making, if done correctly, can showcase both the 

contributions of Black servicepeople while illustrating them in more human ways than in 

previous Black and interracial war monuments. This process will also be a 

commemorative activity not bogged down by the politics of traditional American 

monument-making. Whereas White sculptors like Hart and Saint-Gaudens observed 

protocols which catered to uplifting White men and White narratives while at times 

physically positioning Black figures behind or below White figures to reflect America’s 

racial hierarchy, a new Black veteran memorial should place Black servicepeople front 

and center, with their own stories and merit artistically depicted, just like Cadet 

showcased Catto in the O.V.C. Memorial.  

To include a myriad of Black Americans in one monument, a facile and 

potentially cost effective manner to do so would be to craft a mural-based monument: a 

monument that focuses more on the historic people within it rather than the need to 

replicate past monuments whose towering structures and expensive components often 

detract from their message. In an architectural sense, a mural-monument can be crafted in 

a way in which it visibly contrasts to conventional monuments that include materials such 

as bronze, marble, and stone, and which have more neutral colors such as white, black, 

brown, and grey. As many murals can be painted on a variety of material, so too can this 

monument be placed on a structure that will retain the artistic depictions of veterans.  
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To incorporate multiple veterans and to give each depiction of a veteran its own 

space, the monument should be shaped in a way that allows for each individual depiction 

to take up one wall or section of the structure. In this sense, the public can enjoy and 

ponder the contents of the mural-monument in a more active sense, walking around it and 

stopping to reflect at whichever side of the monument they see fit. Using bright colors 

and crafting a Black-centered veteran monument will enable the public to circle its area 

and observe its contents from different angles. The artistic focus for Black veterans 

should be placed on their accomplishments rather than the structure’s material. Murals 

are special in that many of them are colorful and diverse by nature, and in past eras such 

as the “Harlem Renaissance,” Black Americans and Black veterans looked to colorful, 

artful spaces within their own communities to honor their histories in ways that many 

White Americans refused to. Why Should this mural-based monument be placed in the 

Philadelphia region? Throughout Philadelphia, murals can be spotted with the most 

colorful displays of art. These murals depict a countless number of stories, topics, and 

narratives for travelers and the Philadelphian community to see.  

Venturing to monuments and historic structures in Philadelphia can be quite the 

fun and educational activity. However, what will make the mural-monument an even 

more valuable addition to Philadelphia’s public commemorative landscape would be an 

alignment with engaging public programming. Today, technology is a huge component 

used throughout historic organizations which successfully allow historic sites to engage 

and enlighten the public in more ways and public spaces than in previous centuries. One 

such technological project is the Whose Heritage database of the “Southern Poverty Law 

Center (SPLC).” Founded in 1971 and based in Montgomery, Alabama, the SPLC is a 
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nonprofit civil rights organization dedicated to combating hate, bigotry, and one that 

seeks justice for “vulnerable members of society.”100 The database, created in 2016, 

followed the massacre of nine Black Americans at the historic “Mother Emanuel” Church 

by a White supremacist named Dylann Roof in Charleston, South Carolina. The SPLC 

database allows the public to identify Confederate symbols and monuments throughout 

the U.S. With this collaboration, the organization’s direct engagement with the public is 

both dynamic in nature while helping to eradicate White supremacy and promoting 

inclusivity and democracy.101 In this sense, the database serves not only to educate the 

public, but it also encourages the public to contribute with the breaking down of elements 

of White supremacy that previously barred and deterred Black Americans from involving 

themselves in public history.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100 Gunter, Booth and Jamie Kizzire, “Special Report,” Southern Poverty Law Center, 2016. 

101 Southern Poverty Law Center, “Whose Heritage? Public Symbols of the Confederacy (Third 
Edition).” 
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For the monument, a digital tool such as an app or website can contain an 

augmented reality application to further enlighten the public. With augmented reality, 

visitors with “smartphone” devices can engage with the structure by holding their 

device(s) to the images on the monument. One strategy would be to create a tool in which 

the veterans speak about their experiences when prompted. Creating an application which 

brings to life Black servicepeople will be a testament to the multitude of educational 

opportunities available via technology while attracting people from all walks of life.  

Educating the public with a Black mural-monument via technological means will also 

increase accessibility to education not available to members of the public who cannot 

afford high membership and entrance fee rates common in more traditional historic sites. 

Lastly, but most certainly not least, a commemorative group to create a Black 

American mural-monument should be headed by Black Americans and should include 

Black people in roles integral to the monument-making process. As Lawrence was the 

Board Chair for the Octavius V. Catto Memorial Fund, Black Americans should be 

sought out and selected to be a part of the fundraising, committee selection, publicity, and 

decision making processes of creating the monument. If Black Americans are absent or 

minimally involved in depicting and educating the public about Black American 

historical narratives, the same pitfalls of previous monument-making circles who 

employed majority White and all-White commemorative groups will occur. Situating 

platforms for people like Clark, a Black American and a woman, will provide 

representation for Black Americans and other minorities systemically left out of 

American public art circles and contributions. 
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CONCLUSION 

Monument-making is a tradition which stretches back for centuries in American 

history. During the first decades of monument-making in this nation, the powerholders of 

political, social, and economic facets of American society, Americans of a predominantly 

white demographic, were also the group who held the authority with the production of 

monuments throughout the U.S. Because to be White was to be valued and prioritized, 

and to be Black was to be downplayed and marginalized, Black Americans rarely saw the 

Black body displayed in American public commemorations. Two of the early eras of 

American monument-making such as the Civil War Era and the interwar period following 

WWI proved to be periods of American history where White supremacy trumped the 

desires of civil rights activists to portray and acknowledge Black American veterans 

within public sculpture.  

Though White males were the primary group commemorated in the public spaces 

of America, a few sculptures concerning Black American veterans like the “Memorial to 

Robert Gould Shaw and the Massachusetts 54th Regiment,” the “Victory Monument,” 

and the “All Wars Memorial to Colored Soldiers and Sailors” did exist. Despite 

diversifying a predominantly White commemorative landscape with these sculptures, 

Americans uncomfortable with the display of Black Americans in equal ways to White 

veterans expressed their discontent with structures upsetting the status quo of America’s 

long upheld racial hierarchy: Whites as the dominant race, and non-Whites, especially 

Blacks, positioned as second-class citizens. 
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 Despite being built following the American Civil Rights Movement, Hart’s 

sculpture “The Three Sfoldiers” illustrated how deeply entrenched White supremacy 

lived in the hearts and minds of sculptors, public commemorative groups, and powerful 

persons in charge of portraying servicepeople and their war experiences. Though Hart felt 

content in including a Black veteran in his sculpture on the Mall, his intentions in the end 

aligned with traditional monument-making practices which retained a racial hierarchy of 

White Americans on top in ways that disallowed non-Whites to thrive equally alongside 

them. 

 In the records of the “National Home for Disabled and Volunteer Soldiers,” the 

employees of this Home displayed an attentiveness to the races of veterans who stayed 

here. This practice correlates with the cognizance of American sculptors and artists in 

charge of war commemorations. Labeling the veterans in numerous ways, and with little 

evidence of the Home’s protocol, the preconceived notions of the employees and the 

racial climate in which they lived tie into their efforts to distinguish, with as many terms 

as possible, the race of one veteran to another. Using terms such as “Dark,” “Fair,” 

“Negro,” “Ruddy,” “White,” “Mulatto,” and other words describing the skin complexion 

of veterans, the same strategy to divide and retain the social order of America throughout 

its public parks, schools, businesses, and other institutions are apparent in the Home’s 

processes. 
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As the files compiled in the “Case Files of Veterans Temporarily Housed” were 

done so in the 1920s and 1930s, a period directly after the first WWI, the rampant 

violence and federal disregard for Black American veterans and their families thwarted 

any equality between White and Black servicemen in the American commemorative 

landscape. With eras such as the Red Summer, the Gold Star Pilgrimages, and with the 

mass lynching of Black veterans proudly wearing their uniform, the subduing of Black 

veterans throughout American life reflected what people such as the employees of the 

Home may have used as guidance for their treatment, perception, and categorization of 

the veterans which stayed here. 

 A century following the end of WWI, memorials such as the O.V.C. Memorial 

(2017) and the National Memorial for Peace and Justice (2018) show a significant change 

in the American commemorative landscape. Where the past sculptors and people deemed 

worthy to depict and be depicted in war monuments were solely of White descent, both 

the O.V.C. Memorial and the NMPJ were Black-centered monument crafted by Black 

artists. The commemorative landscape in the U.S. will need years of monument-making 

to truly be labeled as “diverse,” but the fact that Americans today of differing races and 

varying political positions agree that American monument-making needs more Black-

centered narratives is one that illustrates a positive and progressive step forward in a 

landscape traditionally allotted to White Americans.  
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To further combat prolonged White supremacy in the nation’s commemorative 

landscape and in its streets, movements such as “Black Lives Matter” will help to bring 

awareness to issues like police brutality and high percentages of incarceration which 

continue to plague the Black community today. If the messages within the BLM 

movement such as gaining equal rights for all and attending to more inclusive narratives 

are continuously followed, more Black-centered monuments can be made with less 

pushback than in previous centuries and the education of Americans in general will 

provide more rounded and inclusive historic narratives for future generations.   
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